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Abstract 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Although immigrants are among the least crime-prone groups in the United States, 
public opposition to immigration seems linked to the misperception that immigrants 
place native communities at risk of crime and drugs. Where do such misperceptions 
come from? Previous research suggests there is a cognitive association between Latinos 
and immigration driven by depictions in the news. I explore the possibility that Latinos 
are also associated with crime in the minds of many citizens, and that association leads 
to the false assumption that immigrants are also crime prone. I perform a content 
analysis and a controlled experiment to examine the influence of news coverage of crime 
featuring Latinos on public opinion about immigration. My results suggest that the link 
between Latinos and crime probably is not forged in biased news coverage. Further, 
exposure to any crime news leads to increased opposition to immigration, regardless of 
whether the perpetrator is Latino or white. Finally, the effect of exposure to crime news 
on opposition to immigration is largest among respondents from states with few 
Latinos. In the conclusion I discuss the possibility that the linkage between immigrants 
and crime might be forged much more directly by strategic politicians who are unafraid 
to traffic false information for political benefit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Introduction and Literature Review 
	
Immigrants are less prone to violence and crime than native U.S. citizens 
regardless of age, socioeconomic status, education, and income (Ewing, Martínez, 
& Rumbaut, 2015). This is surprising given their relative poverty, since there is a 
powerful negative association between income and crime in general. However, 
public concern about immigration in the United States seems to be driven by a 
misperception that immigrants are more likely to commit crime (especially 
involving drugs and violence) compared to natives. Where do such 
misperceptions come from? This thesis explores the possibility that racial biases 
in news coverage about crime cultivate the false impression that immigrant crime 
rates are higher than they are in reality. Since the public’s dominant schema for 
immigrants is a working-class Latino, crime news that references Latinos may 
prime negative attitudes about immigrants even when the perpetrator’s 
immigrant status is not mentioned. If this is the case, exposure to typical news 
coverage about crime might heighten concerns about immigration, generating 
stronger opposition to inclusive immigration policies. To explore these 
hypotheses I use content analyses and a controlled experiment. 
My results suggest the puzzle is probably not simply a function of biases in 
the news. It is also possible that the linkage between immigration and crime may 
be propagated more directly by elected officials. Strategic politicians may traffic 
false information for political gain. It is important to note that even when 
political leaders accurately present the connection between immigrants and 
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crime, routine news effects continue to operate among the public. These two 
forces could work in tandem to shape public political behavior. I discuss this 
possibility in the conclusion. 
Drivers of Public Opinion on Immigration in the United States  
 Immigration is an increasingly popular topic in United States political 
discourse. News discussion of immigration emphasizes the potential economic 
and cultural damage accepting new immigrants will cause for the United States, 
as opposed to the economic benefits of introducing more low-wage workers to 
stimulate economic activity (Valentino, Brader, & Jardina, 2013).  
 There are three primary explanations for the public’s opposition to 
immigration. The first is the potential economic burden immigrants place on the 
United States. During periods of national economic distress, support for 
immigration typically decreases (Espenshade & Calhoun, 1993; Gimpel, Berns, & 
Edwards, 1999).  There is also some evidence suggesting personal economic 
troubles are correlated with opposition to immigration (Abowd & Freeman, 1991; 
Borjas & Freeman, 1992). Some findings indicate personal economic situations 
play a smaller role in forming opinions about immigration compared to 
perceptions of the state of the national economy, worries about taxes, and general 
opinions about major immigrant groups such as Hispanics and Asians (Citrin, 
Green, Muste, & Wong, 1997).  
 A second factor shown to influence opposition to immigration is 
ethnocentrism— the preference for one’s own culture and ethnic group relative to 
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others. Kinder and Kam (2009) find a positive correlation between 
ethnocentrism and support for stringent immigration policies among Americans 
in the 1990s. However, they do not find significant differences in support for 
more restrictive immigration policies for some minority groups compared to 
others.  
 A third factor shown to influence public opinion on immigration is the 
misperception that immigrants are more likely to commit crime than those native 
to the United States. A recent study of the 2010 Census’ American Community 
Survey indicated about 1.6 percent of immigrant males (the Census does not state 
legal status) between 18 and 39 years of age were incarcerated compared to the 
3.3 percent of the male, native-born population in the same age group. This study 
also found that the incarceration rates among the section of the population who 
comprise much of the undocumented immigrant population in the United 
States—young, less educated Salvadoran, Guatemalan, and Mexican men—to be 
significantly lower than incarceration rates among young, native-born, men 
without high-school diplomas. More specifically, the incarceration rate for 18 to 
29 year old Mexican men in 2010 was 2.8 percent compared to 10.7 percent 
incarceration rate among 18 to 29 year old native United States men (Ewing, 
Martínez, & Rumbaut, 2015). Immigrants are also underrepresented in California 
prisons relative to their share of the population (Butcher & Phiel, 2008). Census 
data and numerous empirical studies reveal incarceration rates of young men for 
every ethnic group are lowest for immigrants. This remains true even among the 
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least educated as well as those who make up the majority of the undocumented 
immigrant population—Mexicans, Salvadorans, and Guatemalans as referenced 
above (Rumbaut, 2008). According to an article published by Northwestern 
University Professor Jörg Spenkuch, "there’s essentially no correlation between 
immigrants and violent crime” (Spenkuch, 2014).  
Despite all these facts, public perception of the size of the undocumented 
immigrant population in the United States is positively associated with 
perception of undocumented immigrants as criminal threats (Wang, 2012).  
Some have therefore suggested that the American public’s perception that 
immigrants are crime prone is driven by stereotypic depictions of immigrants as 
criminals in the media (Martinez & Lee, 2000; Rumbaut & Ewing, 2007). 
Research confirming this explanation, however, remains scarce. 
Recent evidence suggests group-specific media cues are influential in 
shaping public opinion (Brader, Valentino, & Suhay, 2008) about immigration. 
Media coverage frequently ties the discussion of immigration to Latinos in 
particular (Valentino, Brader, & Jardina, 2013). Latinos are often featured in 
news about undocumented immigration and overrepresented as illegal 
immigrants compared to reality (Wilson, Gutiérrez, & Chao, 2003; Dixon & 
Williams, 2015). These biases began around 1994, with the passage of legislation 
like California Proposition 187. Proposition 187 restricted illegal immigrants from 
educational resources and social welfare assistance. It mandated a citizenship 
screening process for many state programs to prevent illegal immigrants from 
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using nonemergency health care, public education, and many other services. The 
prominence of such restrictive policies in California, and the backlash against 
them, was accompanied by a surge of news coverage juxtaposing Latinos with the 
issue of immigration broadly. These observations lead to the central hypothesis of 
the current work: since immigration is linked to Latinos in news coverage and 
viewers’ primary schema for thinking about immigrants is working-class Latinos, 
crime news that depicts Latinos may boost negative attitudes about immigrants. 
If the pre-existing cognitive link between crime and Latinos is strong enough, this 
may happen even when the individual’s immigrant status is unknown. 
Racialized Crime News Influences Public Opinion 
	
Since most people only experience the political world through what they 
hear, see, and read in the media, news depictions can influence the viewing 
public’s opinions, behaviors, and understanding of the world around them 
(Iyengar & Kinder, 1987). If Latinos are overrepresented as perpetrators of crime 
in news compared to reality, those exposed to such news may begin to associate 
the entire ethnic group with crime. The issue in the news, crime, becomes 
“racialized” (Valentino, 1999). The racialization of crime among African 
Americans has been well documented. Once crime becomes racialized, exposure 
to crime news even absent African Americans can prime racial attitudes as a 
criterion for forming political opinions (Valentino, 1999; Gilliam and Iyengar, 
2000).  
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Martin Gilens’ Why Americans Hate Welfare: Race, Media, and the 
Politics of Antipoverty Policy (1999) outlines how this works in the area of 
poverty policy. Americans’ negative attitudes about African Americans became 
linked to poverty via biased news coverage that systematically overrepresented 
the group as poor and in need of government assistance. These perceptions then 
drove white Americans to oppose efforts to address poverty even though their 
own group remained the biggest beneficiary. In an experiment by Gilliam and 
Iyengar (2000), viewers shown a black perpetrator of crime in news coverage 
were more likely to support harsh punitive policies—the race of the perpetrator 
had the most significant impact on support for punitive policies. Respondents 
were also more successful at recalling the race of the perpetrator when they were 
shown a black perpetrator. When no perpetrator was shown, many respondents 
falsely recalled they had seen a black perpetrator (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). 
Since immigration is cognitively associated with Latinos in the minds of 
Americans, I suspect a similar process may be occurring in the contemporary 
period.  
Importantly, a key linkage in my argument has not received much 
empirical support to date. Evidence from the late 1990s and early 2000s found 
no overrepresentation of Latinos as criminals in the local evening news (Dixon & 
Linz, 2000).  In fact, Dixon and Linz find Latinos were slightly underrepresented 
as perpetrators of crime compared to official statistics. Given the rise in the 
salience of illegal immigration as a national issue, I want to revisit this link in the 
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contemporary period. I suspect the linkage between Latinos and crime may have 
grown as a result of increases in Latino population growth in the inner city and 
the continued reliance of local news on crime as a staple of their evening coverage 
(Roper-Starch, 1994; Papper & Gerhard, 1997; Hess, 1991). The content analysis 
in this study will examine whether this link is present in current local crime news.   
Though new social media technologies multiply citizens’ opportunities to 
disseminate and consume news, interest in local television coverage and local 
newspapers remains strong. Local news remains a prominent source of public 
affairs information in American life (Roper-Starch, 1994; Papper & Gerhard, 
1997; Hess, 1991). The fragmentation of news sources increases competition, 
leading to pandering to business incentives and adoption of the exciting "action-
news" format (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000; Shoemaker & Reese, 2014). This 
standard script is easy for viewers to understand (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). 
Violent crime stories featuring a clear perpetrator and victim fit neatly into this 
format. 
Consistent with media effects discussed above, coverage of crime can alter 
the public’s perception of the prevalence of crime in society (Gans, 1979; Gilliam 
& Iyengar, 2000; Elias, 1994; Crispin-Miller, 1998). If a viewer is frequently 
exposed to local news that features a lot of violent crime news, it can cultivate the 
perception of a violent world (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorelli, 2002; 
Romer, 2003 Shrum, Burroughs, & Rindfleisch, 2005). This phenomenon is 
particularly interesting given only 20% of people have experienced violent 
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interpersonal crime yet the media can distort viewers’ understanding of their 
likelihood to be a victim of violent crime (Beirne & Messerschmidt, 2014).  
Since the media can cultivate viewer misperceptions of a violent world, 
evidence suggests it can lead the public to misattribute blame for such violence 
through framing (Iyengar, 2011). The way a story is framed can alter who or what 
the viewer perceives to be responsible for a problem presented in a story. If a 
story is framed episodically, viewers will blame an individual as the cause of the 
problem. Conversely, if a story is framed thematically, viewers will attribute 
blame to society or broad institutions like the government (Iyengar, 2011). To 
illustrate, if a crime news story is framed episodically—discussed a single incident 
of violent crime and mentions a suspect—the viewer will blame the suspect. If 
this same news story was framed thematically—focusing on local crime statistics 
and trends over time—the viewer will attribute blame to the government. Since 
the media can lead the public to misattribute blame for problems, 
disproportionate coverage of Latinos as criminals in articles framed episodically 
may influence viewers to blame Latinos for crime in the United States. 
It is also possible media effects will be conditioned by the real context in 
which people live. Evidence on varying reactions to racial stereotypes of blacks in 
news from white respondents living in homogenously white neighborhoods and 
white respondents from diverse neighborhoods indicates whites from 
homogenous neighborhoods support more punitive crime policies, report more 
negative stereotypic perceptions of blacks, and feel more detached from blacks as 
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a group than respondents from diverse neighborhoods (Gilliam, Valentino, 
Beckmann, 2002). My study examines the respondent’s ethnic context as a 
moderating effect on the linkage between Latinos and crime. It is possible 
respondents from states with few Latino residents only receive exposure to 
Latinos via the media. Thus, local news coverage that disproportionately features 
Latinos as criminals may cultivate a stronger perception of Latinos as criminals 
for respondents from states with few Latinos than respondents from states with 
many Latinos, as they may interact with Latinos less frequently.  
Depictions of minorities as perpetrators in crime news may lead to public 
opposition to immigration. If a causal link can be identified between exposure to 
news media that features portrayals of Latinos as perpetrators of crime and 
beliefs about immigrant criminality, this might explain one important driver of 
opposition to immigration openness. Moreover, if local news is popular, and it 
overemphasizes racialized crime stories, viewers who are exposed to the 
racialized local crime news develop harsher judgments on policies that affect not 
only the groups depicted, but a variety of stigmatized minority groups.  This type 
of news may cultivate a general ethnic blame discourse (Romer, Jamieson, & de 
Coteau, 1998) that leads viewers support more punitive policies that affect 
Latinos, even if they are not the primary targets of the stories.  
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Hypotheses 
I have two main theoretical goals for this thesis. The first theoretical goal 
is to examine the influence of a Latino criminal in news on public opinion 
regarding immigration. The second is to investigate the cognitive association 
between Latinos and crime in both news and the mind of the typical citizen. 
Based on the existing literature, this thesis examines the following seven 
hypotheses:  
 
H1: Latinos are disproportionately depicted as crime perpetrators in local 
news relative to their actual incarceration rates.  
 
This hypothesis is examined via a content analysis. If the percentage of 
Latinos as perpetrators of crime in local news is higher than the percentage of 
incarcerated Latinos in reality, this hypothesis is supported. If the percentage of 
Latinos as perpetrators of crime in local news is lower than the percentage of 
incarcerated Latinos in corresponding state reports, this hypothesis is not 
supported. 
The next 6 hypotheses were tested through an experiment. Hypothesis 2 
and Hypothesis 3 predict respondents’ abilities’ to recall racial information from 
the news article they were assigned to.  
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H2: Respondents are more successful at recalling the race of the 
perpetrator when they are shown a Latino perpetrator than respondents 
shown a white perpetrator. 
 
H3: When no perpetrator race shown, respondents will claim to recall the 
race of the perpetrator as Latino. 
 
These hypotheses serve two main purposes. First, it is a manipulation 
check to ensure respondents correctly recalled the perpetrator from their 
treatment conditions. If respondents accurately recall the race of the perpetrator, 
we would not expect an effect. Second, these results illuminate the baseline 
association between Latinos and crime. If respondents falsely report seeing a 
Latino when they were not shown a perpetrator, this would support the argument 
that people automatically associate Latinos and crime. If respondents given news 
articles with Latino perpetrators of crime more correctly recall the race of the 
perpetrator than those assigned an article with a white perpetrator, H2 is 
supported. If respondents given news articles with Latino perpetrators of crime 
do not recall the race of the perpetrator more correctly than those assigned an 
article with a white perpetrator, H2 is not supported. If respondents claim to 
recall a race of the perpetrator as Latino when no perpetrator race shown, H3 is 
supported. If respondents do not claim to recall a race of the perpetrator as 
Latino when no perpetrator race shown, H3 is not supported.  
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Hypothesis 4 and Hypothesis 5 predict how differences in the race of the 
perpetrator included in the news article respondents were exposed to alters their 
perception of immigration and immigrants. These hypotheses examine the core 
claims that exposure to Latino perpetrators of crime in news increases opposition 
to immigration.  
 
H4: Respondents are more opposed to immigration when exposed to an 
article featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents exposed to an 
article featuring a white perpetrator.  
 
H5: Respondents report stronger perception of immigrants as criminals 
and a personal threat when exposed to an article featuring a Latino 
perpetrator than respondents exposed to an article featuring a white 
perpetrator. 
 
If respondents are more opposed to immigration when assigned an article 
featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents assigned a white perpetrator, H4 
is supported. If respondents are not more opposed to inclusive immigration 
policies when assigned an article featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents 
assigned a white perpetrator, H4 is not supported. If respondents report stronger 
perceptions of immigrants as threatening criminals when assigned an article 
featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents assigned a white perpetrator, H5 
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is supported. If respondents do not report stronger perception of immigrants as 
threatening criminals when assigned an article featuring a Latino perpetrator 
than respondents assigned a white perpetrator, H5 is not supported. 
Additionally, I predict respondents who live in places without many 
Latinos might be more significantly impacted by news depictions of Latinos as 
criminals. This is because such respondents may have fewer experiences with the 
Latinos in daily life that could mitigate the effects of disproportionately negative 
news depictions of the Latinos. In H6 and H7, the state a respondent resides in (a 
method to identify which respondents interact with Latinos more frequently) 
moderates the effect of exposure to crime news on support for immigration. For 
H6 and H7, states considered to have a hi Latino population in this study are 
California, Texas, Florida, New York, Illinois, Arizona, New Jersey, New Mexico, 
Georgia, Nevada, and Colorado (Brown & Lopez, 2013).  
 
H6: Respondents from states with low Latino populations are more 
opposed to inclusive immigration policies when shown a news article with 
a Latino perpetrator of crime than other respondents shown a news article 
with a Latino perpetrator of crime. 
 
If respondents from states with low Latino populations are more opposed 
to inclusive immigration policies when shown a news article with a Latino 
perpetrator compared to those shown a news article with a white perpetrator of 
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crime, H6 is supported. If respondents from states with low Latino populations 
are not more opposed to inclusive immigration policies when shown a news 
article with a Latino perpetrator of crime than other respondents shown a news 
article with a Latino perpetrator of crime, H6 is not supported. 
 
H7: Respondents from states with low Latino density report stronger 
perception of immigrants as criminals and personal threat immigration 
when exposed to an article featuring a Latino perpetrator. 
 
If respondents from states with low Latino populations report stronger 
perception of immigrants as threatening criminals when assigned an article 
featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents assigned a white perpetrator, H7 
is supported. If respondents from states with low Latino populations do not 
report stronger perception of immigrants as threatening criminals when assigned 
an article featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents assigned a white 
perpetrator, H7 is not supported.  
Methods 
Content Analysis  
The theoretical population for my news content analysis is local news that 
features crime in the United States. The unit of analysis is a complete local news 
article. The sample includes local news articles from online newspapers in the 
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Southwest region of the United States. I focus on the Southwest region to hone in 
on where the target population is concentrated. When selecting online 
newspapers for inclusion, high readership was an important factor. For a 
population to be affected by media, they must be exposed to the media content. 
The Arizona Republic and Houston Chronicle were selected because of the high 
readership and high Latino populations in their respective states.  
To select the individual articles for inclusion in the sample, I entered the 
search terms “violent crime victim” into each online newspaper’s database. The 
term “victim” was important to avoid thematic coverage of national crime trends 
and retrieve the standard script of episodic, violent crime (Gilliam & Iyengar, 
2000). Thematically framed articles that did not feature individual episodes of 
crime were not included in the sample in order to focus on the standard, local, 
violent crime script that mirrors the experimental news article for a more precise 
comparison. Violent crime news was used because public interest in violent, local, 
crime news remains strong in the evolving media landscape (Roper-Starch, 1994; 
Papper & Gerhard, 1997; Hess, 1991). I assigned a number to each search result 
that appeared sorted by date (from most recent to least recent). From there I 
utilized a random number generator to randomly sample 170 numbers total—85 
for the Arizona Republic and 85 for the Houston Chronicle. The randomly 
selected numbers correspond to the numbers assigned to articles in each 
newspaper’s database. 85 articles were coded for the Houston Chronicle sample. 
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Since only 79 articles were listed for the Arizona Republic search results, all were 
coded. These 164 articles comprised the sample. 
A random number generator was used to ensure that each unit in the 
sampling frame had an equal opportunity to be selected. By selecting articles 
randomly, the sample is representative of a population that included these two 
newspapers and maybe the region in which they are circulated. To attain a 
sample representative of the national population, one would need to sample a 
much broader range of newspapers.  
As mentioned, articles randomly selected for inclusion in the sample were 
maintained if they featured a violent crime covered episodically. This study 
utilized the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) definition of violent crime, 
which includes four types of offenses: murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, 
forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. These articles were coded for the 
race of the perpetrator of a crime, race of the victim of the crime, type of violent 
crime committed, if the legal status of the individuals was included or not, and 
other characteristics of individuals featured in the articles. When identifying race 
of the perpetrators in the news articles, certain indicators of race were utilized. 
These identifiers included: visual assessment when shown in an image or video, 
artist’s sketch, mug shot, or race explicitly stated in the articles. When such 
indicators of race were not available, two variables were used to infer race: 
surname with clear racial association (Sanchez is associated with Latino) and 
direct family member shown (white mother implies white perpetrator). Many of 
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these definitions were derived from replicating the content analysis of Dixon and 
Linz (2000).   
While inferring race in this way may not always produce an accurate 
judgment of a perpetrator’s racial or ethnic identity, the general news watching 
public does not expend exorbitant effort to accurately deduce the race of 
individuals featured in news. These initial assumptions about the racial and 
ethnic identity shape the public’s opinions that follow. To more closely adhere to 
the experimental population’s news watching habits (often through incidental 
exposure or during multi-tasking), I relied on initial assumptions about the race 
of those involved in the crime story unless the article explicitly stated racial or 
ethnic identity of the perpetrators. The frequencies of Latinos and other groups 
featured as perpetrators of crime in the selected articles were compared to 
incarceration data corresponding to the state each online newspaper covers. The 
crime data came from 2010 Census data on incarceration by race in Arizona and 
in Texas. I can provide these data upon request. 
Experiment  
This experiment examined a causal relationship between exposure to 
racialized crime news featuring a Latino criminal and opposition to immigration. 
The two dependent variables to measure public opinion on immigration were 
opposition to inclusive immigration policies and perception of immigrants as 
criminals who pose a personal threat to respondents. Components that may 
moderate the impact exposure to racialized crime news are whether or not a 
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respondent lives in a state with many Latinos and respondent ability to recall the 
race of the perpetrator in the article. 
The experiment was embedded in a survey of U.S. adults distributed 
through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The theoretical population was all voting-age 
adults in the United States. The sample included 614 United States adults from 
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Amazon Mechanical Turk users determined if they 
wanted to participate in the study. After users agreed to participate, the 614 
respondents were each randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups. The 
sample was diverse and mirrors the adult population of the United States 
(according to 2010 Census data) in terms of age (𝑋= 36.3, SD = 11.7), gender 
(56% male, 44% female), race (79% white, 9% black, and 12% other), and 
education (12.5% high school or less, 36.5% 4-year college degree, and 11.4% 
postgraduate). In terms of respondent affiliation with a political party, the sample 
was more democratic than the U.S. voting-age population according Pew 
Research Center (2015) (58% Democrat or leaning, 29% Republican or leaning, 
and 12% Independent).  
The experimental sample is not representative of the entire voting age 
population in the United States because respondents from Amazon Mechanical 
Turk chose to participate; they were not randomly selected for inclusion. The 
characteristics of this sample may influence the estimates of the effect in multiple 
ways. First, respondents were compensated for their participation. This enhances 
motivation to participate and think critically about answers, which may inflate 
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correct responses compared to what might happen in the real world (Prior & 
Lupia, 2008). Additionally, this sample includes more Democratic respondents 
than Republican respondents. This may artificially inflate reported support for 
inclusive immigration policies compared to the United States voting age 
population since Democrats tend to support inclusive immigration more than 
Republicans. Despite these potential deviations from the real world, the sample is 
appropriate for testing the causal hypothesis of interest. If there is some effect in 
this sample, I can be confident that an effect exists for some citizens under some 
circumstances. Replicating my experiment with different samples—preferably 
representative ones—is an important future step in this research. 
 The experiment had three components. The first component was an initial 
survey of respondents to establish a pre-exposure baseline understanding of each 
respondent’s political affiliation, typical news consumption habits, and other 
demographic information. The second component allowed respondents a 
maximum of 60 seconds to read an approximately 200-word news article that 
manipulated the race of the perpetrator of a crime. A time limitation was added 
to provide respondents with sufficient time to read the article and prohibit 
respondents from spending excess time memorizing the article. Prior to exposing 
respondents to the article, a message informed them the purpose of the study was 
to evaluate the quality of news coverage in the article. Respondents were also told 
they were presented with an article randomly chosen from a variety of topics so 
as to not reveal the study’s focus on racial attitudes, crime, and immigration.  
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Amazon Mechanical Turk randomly assigned each of the 614 respondents 
to one of three treatment groups. Treatment group 1 (the Latino perpetrator) had 
204 respondents. Treatment group 2 (the white perpetrator) had 206 
respondents. Treatment group 3 (no human perpetrator depicted) had 204 
respondents. Random assignment ensures all the factors that might influence 
this study’s dependent variables (opposition to immigration and perceptions of 
immigrants as threatening criminals) are balanced across the groups. Random 
assignment is crucial to ensure any differences on these dependent variables 
detected across treatment groups are the result of exposure to the stimulus in the 
new story and not any other factor.  
The three treatment groups received the same text in each article. The 
article included the same local, violent crime story from a fictitious town. The 
title of the article read, “Cedar Ridge man charged with shooting a resident in a 
vehicle.” The article outlined how a 48-year-old man allegedly approached a 
vehicle stopped at a stoplight, shot the driver of the vehicle, and drove away in 
the victim’s car. The car was specified as a “blue, Toyota Camry” to check 
respondents’ attentiveness to the article in the follow-up questionnaire. Toyota 
Camry was chosen because it was the most commonly sold car in the United 
States in the past several years (Toyota Camry popularity determined by 
manufacturer estimates for sales from 1997-2015). I chose the most common car 
to not influence respondents’ recall of this detail from the story—a unique vehicle 
may stand out in their memories and artificially inflate recall. The rest of the 
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article included quotes from police department officials from the fictitious town 
describing the act as “cold blooded murder” and explaining how the perpetrator 
was apprehended in his home a week later. To heighten the drama, the article 
mentioned witness descriptions of screams and gunshots when the incident 
occurred. The article also included a quote from a resident of the fictional town 
(name not specified to focus on the perpetrator of crime as the key individual in 
the story) discussing how “terrible” these events are. A statement explaining, “no 
further details are currently available” concluded the article. 
I strove to hold all characteristics of the article constant except the race of 
the perpetrator in the image and the name of the perpetrator included in the 
news article. As explained, all treatment groups were presented with a news 
article with the same text. To enhance control, the names and images used in the 
articles were based on a study by Brader, Valentino, and Suhay (2008) which 
carefully pretested the manipulation of race. Each of their images was identical 
except the heads of the individuals featured (the bodies, clothing, background 
were exactly the same). The two heads included in the images were selected after 
a panel of eight independent judges rated 40 images of males on how ethnically 
Hispanic or European each appeared among other factors like perceived wealth, 
friendliness, and obedience to the law. The two heads selected were statistically 
distinct on perceived ethnicity but statistically indistinct on the other tested traits 
(Brader, Valentino, & Suhay 2008). In this experiment, Treatment group 1’s 
article included an image of a Latino man paired with the name “Jose Sanchez.” 
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Treatment group 2’s article included an image of a white, European man paired 
with the name “Nikolai Vandinsky.” Treatment group 3’s article—the control 
group—included a generic crime story image of caution tape and referred to the 
perpetrator as “the perpetrator.” These names were also utilized in the study by 
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Figure 1: Image and Text from Treatment 
 
The image and text appeared to respondents randomly assigned to Treatment 1 
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Figure 2: Image and Text from Treatment 2 
 
The image and text appeared to respondents randomly assigned to Treatment 2 
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Figure 3: Image and Text from Treatment 3 
 
The image and text appeared to respondents randomly assigned to Treatment 3 
featuring a no specific perpetrator. This image is a common stock photo 
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The final component of the experiment was a questionnaire after exposure 
to the article. This questionnaire asked the respondents’ opinions on the quality 
of news coverage so they did not detect the study’s focus on racial attitudes, 
crime, and immigration. If the respondents suspected this, the norm of racial 
equality may intervene and alter their expressed opinions (Valentino, Hutchings, 
White, 2008).  The survey also asked respondents to recall information from the 
article, specifically the race of the perpetrator of crime (even if no race was 
shown) and their opinions on political issues including specific immigration 
policies. These data can be provided upon request.  
To examine respondent opposition toward immigration, I created a 
multifaceted measure that combined 4 questions. One item asked respondents if 
they believed state and local police should be required to investigate an 
individual’s legal status if there was “reasonable suspicion he or she is an 
undocumented immigrant,” measured on a 5-point scale. Another item asked 
respondents whether “the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are 
permitted to come to the United States should be increased, decreased or kept 
about the same.”  The third item asked respondents’ opinions on a policy to allow 
people who “illegally entered the U.S. before age 16, who have lived in the U.S. 5 
years or longer, and who graduated high school” to be permitted to stay in the 
U.S. permanently “if they attend college or serve in the military.” This was also 
measured on a 5-point scale. Lastly, an item inquired about respondents’ general 
views on what “government policy should be toward unauthorized immigrants 
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now living in the United States.” I added these items to build a reliable scale of 
opposition to immigration (Cronbach's alpha = .79). 
To measure if exposure to news coverage with a Latino criminal influences 
respondents’ perceptions of immigration as a personal threat and immigrants as 
criminals, I created another aggregate variable. This variable included two items 
from the questionnaire. The first item asked, “do you believe immigrants commit 
more crime than citizens born in the United States?” This was measured on a 5-
point scale from “strongly do not believe immigrants commit more crime than 
U.S. born citizens” to “strongly believe immigrants commit more crime than U.S. 
born citizens.” The other item asked, “how likely is it that immigrants will take 
jobs away from people already here?” This question was measured on a 5-point 
scale ranging from “very unlikely” to “very likely.” I added these items to build a 
scale of opposition to immigrants (Cronbach's alpha = .70). Note this reliability 
measure is lower than I would prefer, but is still acceptable. 
Results 
Content Analysis 
 The purpose of this content analysis is to examine local crime news and 
compare these news representations to reality. I compare the proportion of 
Latinos depicted as violent criminals in news to the amount of Latinos that are 
incarcerated in reality. To examine news coverage, I utilized online news articles 
from the Arizona Republic and the Houston Chronicle. To compare news 
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coverage to reality, I utilized data from the 2010 Census on state incarceration by 
race. 
 Since framing can influence how readers attribute blame for a problem, 
framing was analyzed as well. The conventional understanding is that the vast 
majority of local crime news is framed episodically (which leads viewers to 
attribute blame to individuals like a perpetrator of a crime) and not thematically 
(which leads viewers to blame broader institutions like the government or 
society) (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). For this study, I attempted to focus on 
episodically framed articles to correspond to the episodically framed article used 
in the experiment. 
Despite attempts to minimize the amount of thematic coverage in the 
sample by narrowing search results, an analysis of local news from both the 
Arizona Republic and Houston Chronicle produced more thematic coverage than 
the conventional wisdom suggests. Since databases like Lexis Nexis omit the 
images, I had to rely on individual archives from the online news sources. Since 
local news organizations have fewer resources than mainstream national news 
organizations, this limited the amount of articles I could sample from. Due to the 
increased thematic coverage in the sample of randomly selected articles, 
numerous articles did not meet the episodically framed crime story requirement 
for inclusion in the sample. Of the 85 articles from the Houston Chronicle, 23 
were omitted. Of the 79 articles from the Arizona Republic, 21 were omitted. As a 
result, the sample of 120 articles was smaller than I desired.  
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Table 1 compares the amount of articles framed episodically and articles 
framed thematically from the Arizona Republic and Houston Chronicle sample 
prior to omission. While the majority of articles were episodically framed, a 
substantial number of articles were framed thematically. This diverges from the 
standard script of local, crime news that necessitates episodic coverage and 
suggests a potential shift in journalistic practices, at least on this issue. Since 
framing affects viewer attribution of blame, this shift may lead to increased 
blame of larger institutions (like the government or society as a whole) rather 
than blaming individuals (like perpetrators of crime) for problems like crime. 
 
Table 1 displays the percentage of sample crime news articles from the Arizona 
Republic and Houston Chronicle that are thematically framed and episodically 
framed. There are 164 articles represented in the table: 79 from the Arizona 
Republic and 85 from the Houston Chronicle. 
 
 Another trend in the coverage from both the Arizona Republic and the 
Houston Chronicle was more victim-centric coverage with less focus on the 
perpetrator. This includes fewer visual images of perpetrators (mug shots, artist 
sketches, etc.). Table 2 displays a comparison of the percentage of Arizona 
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Republic and Houston Chronicle articles from the sample that included images of 
or mentioned the race perpetrator and those that did not. While most articles did 
include perpetrator-centric discussion and imagery, there is a substantial 
proportion that did not. This change may be a reflection of the shift toward more 
thematically framed articles. Focusing on a suspect or perpetrator is an integral 
component of the standard local news crime script (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). If 
more thematic coverage is included, it is logical that there is less of a focus on the 
perpetrator and more emphasis on trends over time. Again, this may shift 
viewers’ attribution of blame from individuals to broader institutions. 
 
Table 2 displays the percentage of sample crime news articles from the Arizona 
Republic and Houston Chronicle that include the race of a perpetrator and do not 
include the race of the perpetrator. There are 215 perpetrators represented in the 
table: 87 from the Arizona Republic and 128 from the Houston Chronicle. 
 
Hypothesis 1 predicted the amount of Latinos featured as perpetrators of 
crime in local news will be higher than the percentage of Latino incarcerations in 
each corresponding local area. An analysis of local, crime news coverage from the 
Arizona Republic and the Houston Chronicle compared to 2010 Census data on 
incarceration by state did not support Hypothesis 1 and suggest wide variability 
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in representations of racial and ethnic groups as criminals in local crime news 
coverage. 
Table 3 presents data from the 2010 United States Census about 
incarceration in Arizona. The percent refers to the amount of incarcerated people 
in each racial or ethnic group out of the total number of incarcerated people in 
Arizona. Figure 4 compares the Arizona Republic representation of various racial 
and ethnic groups as perpetrators and the actual percentage of people from each 
group incarcerated in Arizona. In this sample of the Arizona Republic, whites are 
overrepresented as perpetrators of crime (56% of the articles included a white 
criminal) compared to their actual incarceration rate in Arizona (35% of 
incarcerated people in Arizona are white). Latinos are underrepresented as 
perpetrators of crime in the Arizona Republic (17% of the articles included a 
Latino criminal) compared to their actual incarceration rate in Arizona (41% of 
incarcerated people in Arizona are Latino). The findings about Latino 
perpetrators are consistent with Dixon and Linz’s (2000) findings. Black 
perpetrators are underrepresented in the Arizona Republic (4.6% of the articles 
included a black criminal) compared to reality (12% of incarcerated people in 
Arizona are black). Asian perpetrators are overrepresented in the Arizona 
Republic coverage (1.4% of the articles included an Asian criminal) compared to 
reality (0% of incarcerated people in Arizona are Asian). Overall, the content 
analysis of local, violent, crime coverage from the Arizona Republic compared to 
Arizona incarceration rates contradicts Hypothesis 1. This initial result makes the 
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group priming effects I predicted less likely, since the news is not inflating the 
linkage between Latinos and crime in these newspapers. This might mean that 
people do not hold very strong cognitive associations between Latinos and crime 
in general, and so exposure to Latino criminality might not affect opinions about 
immigration. 
 
Table 3 displays the amount of perpetrators from different racial groups the 
Arizona Incarceration data from the U.S. 2010 Census. The percent column 
indicates the percent of each racial group in the Arizona incarcerated population 
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Figure 4 displays a comparison of Arizona Incarceration and the Arizona 
Republic crime coverage. For incarceration, the percentage indicates the percent 
of each racial group in the Arizona incarcerated population calculated from 2010 
United States Census Data. For the Arizona Republic, the percentage refers to the 
percent of perpetrators of crime from each racial group in the sample. 
 
 Table 4 presents data from the 2010 United States Census about 
incarceration in Texas. The percent refers to the amount of incarcerated people in 
each racial or ethnic group out of the total number of incarcerated people in 
Texas. Figure 5 compares the Houston Chronicle representation of various racial 
and ethnic groups as perpetrators and the actual percentage of people from each 
group incarcerated in Texas. Whites are underrepresented as perpetrators of 
crime (27% of the articles included a white criminal) compared to their actual 
incarceration rate in Texas (33% of incarcerated people in Arizona are white). 
These findings differ from those of the Arizona Republic, which demonstrate the 
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converse. Latinos are underrepresented as perpetrators of crime in the Houston 
Chronicle (15% of the articles included a Latino criminal compared to their actual 
incarceration rate in Texas (34% of incarcerated people in Texas are Latino). 
Asian perpetrators are overrepresented in the sample (2.3% of the articles 
included an Asian criminal) compared to their actual incarceration rate in Texas 
(0% of incarcerated people in Texas are Asian)—the Arizona Republic slightly 
overrepresented Asian perpetrators as well. Black perpetrators are 
underrepresented in the sample (18% of the articles included a black criminal) 
compared to reality (32% of incarcerated people in Texas are black). Middle 
Eastern perpetrators are overrepresented in the sample (1.7% of the articles 
included a Middle Eastern criminal compared to their actual incarceration rate in 
Texas (0% of incarcerated people in Texas are Middle Eastern). Overall, the 
content analysis of local, violent, crime coverage from the Houston Chronicle 
compared to Texas incarceration rates contradicts Hypothesis 1, but is consistent 
with Dixon and Linz’s (2000) findings. 
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Table 4 displays the amount of perpetrators from different racial groups the 
Texas Incarceration data from the U.S. 2010 Census. The percent column 
indicates the percent of each racial group in the Texas incarcerated population 




Figure 5 displays a comparison of Texas Incarceration and the Houston Chronicle 
crime coverage. For incarceration, the percentage indicates the percent of each 
racial group in the Texas incarcerated population calculated from 2010 United 
States Census Data. For the Houston Chronicle, the percentage refers to the 
percent of perpetrators of crime from each racial group in the sample. 
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Experiment  
 The experiment investigated a causal relationship between exposure to 
racialized crime news featuring a Latino criminal and public opposition to 
immigration. The two dependent variables to measure public opinion on 
immigration are opposition to inclusive immigration policies and perception of 
immigrants as criminals who pose a threat to respondents. 
The regression model used to evaluate the hypotheses is below: 
𝑌 = 𝛽%𝜒% +	𝛽)𝜒) +	𝛽*𝜒* 
𝛽+ 𝜒% ∗ 𝜒* +	𝛽- 𝜒) ∗ 𝜒* + 𝑐 + 𝑒 
In this model, 𝑌 refers to opposition to immigration. The subsequent Bs 
refer to the coefficients that indicate the slope for each independent effect of the 
variables in the model. 𝜒, and 𝜒), refer to the Latino perpetrator of crime 
treatment group and the white perpetrator of crime treatment group respectively. 
𝜒* represents the moderating variable, a dummy for states with Latino share of 
the state populations above 16%. These states are California, Texas, Florida, New 
York, Illinois, Arizona, New Jersey, New Mexico, Georgia, Nevada, and Colorado. 
In this study, 45.5% of respondents reside in one of these states and 55.5% do 
not. The next part of the model is the interaction between treatment group and 
states respondents are from with a high population of Latino residents. The 
constant “c” and error “e” coefficients are added for completeness. This model is 
used to examine the hypotheses outlined in this study. 
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Respondent Capacity to Recall Information 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 involve respondents’ abilities to recall the race of the 
perpetrator in the news article they were exposed to. Hypothesis 2 predicted 
respondents would be more successful at recalling the race of the perpetrator 
when shown a Latino perpetrator than respondents shown a white perpetrator. 
Hypothesis 3 posited when no perpetrator race shown, respondents would 
claim to recall a race of the perpetrator as Latino more than other racial or ethnic 
groups. These hypotheses serve two main purposes. First, they serve as a 
manipulation check to examine if respondents successfully recall the perpetrator 
they were exposed to in their treatment conditions. If respondents did not know 
what the race of the perpetrator was, there should not be an effect. Second, these 
hypotheses tested baseline cognitive association between Latinos and crime. If 
respondents impute Latino when they were not shown a perpetrator, this would 
support the causal claim that people associate Latinos and crime. 
As Table 5 conveys, respondents were generally successful at recalling the 
race of the perpetrator included in the article. This was true in the Latino 
criminal treatment group, the white criminal treatment group, and the no 
perpetrator shown treatment group. Respondents in the treatment group who 
read an article with a Latino criminal successfully recalled the race of the 
perpetrator 85% of the time. Respondents in the treatment group who read an 
article with a white criminal correctly recalled the race of the perpetrator 92% of 
the time. These results do not support H2 that predicted respondents would be 
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more successful at recalling the race of the perpetrator when shown a Latino 
perpetrator than respondents shown a white perpetrator. In fact, respondents 
were slightly more successful at recalling the perpetrator in the white criminal 
treatment group than the Latino criminal treatment group, though not 
significantly so.  
To further distinguish between respondents’ capacities to recollect the race 
of the perpetrator and general attentiveness to the article, other variables were 
used for comparison. Respondents were asked to recall mundane details from the 
news article they read. For example, respondents were asked to recall what car 
the perpetrator drove off in. I selected the most common American car of the past 
18 years— Toyota Camry. This car was used to avoid artificially inflating recall by 
asking about unique attributes that would stand out in readers’ minds. The 
response options were also similar (black Toyota Corolla, blue Toyota Corolla, 
and black Toyota Camry) and presented in a randomized order. Randomized, 
similar response options were listed to mitigate primacy response bias and 
identify how precisely respondents were reading the article. This is displayed as 
“Information Check” in Table 5 and Table 6. Additionally, one question asked 
respondents to leave the question blank if they were carefully reading the 
question. This request was placed in the middle of the question text to disguise 
this attention check as a typical question. This is displayed as “Attention Check” 
in Table 5 and Table 6.  
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Table 5 presents the percentage of correct responses respondents gave in the 
various attention checks across treatment groups. There are no significant 
differences across treatment groups.  
 
In general, respondents were just as successful at recalling the race of the 
perpetrator than other measures of attentiveness. However, respondents in 
treatment groups that featured specific perpetrators were moderately more 
successful at recalling race of the perpetrator than respondents who did not see a 
specific perpetrator. An average of 89% of respondents in the Latino and white 
treatment groups successfully recalled the race of the perpetrator they had seen. 
This is notably more successful than the treatment group without a specific 
perpetrator, where 72% of respondents successfully recalled this. As Table 6 
demonstrates, the treatment groups with a specific perpetrator performed better 
only in recalling the race of the perpetrator. This suggests being exposed to an 
image of a person increases attention to personal information, like race, and may 
reduce attention to other details. Respondents did not recall the perpetrator as 
African American or another race substantially more than others, which diverges 
from previous research (Gilliam and Iyengar, 1997). This suggests individuals 
might not automatically associate Latinos and criminality in their minds. If this is 
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the case, it would undercut the chance that these cues will change opinions about 
immigration, since such effects rely on the presumed automatic linkage of 
Latinos, crime, and immigration. 
Table 6 presents the percentage of correct responses respondents gave in the 
various attention checks across treatment groups. This table compares 
performance among those randomly assigned to a treatment group that featured 
a specific, human perpetrator in the article and those that saw a stock photo of 
caution tape. There are no significant differences across treatment groups. 
 
Opposition to Immigration and Perception of Immigrants as Criminals 
Hypothesis 4 predicted that respondents would be more opposed to 
inclusive immigration policies when assigned an article featuring a Latino 
perpetrator than respondents assigned a white perpetrator. This gets at the core 
argument that exposure to a Latino perpetrator of crime in news increases 
opposition to immigration. Table 7 displays the results of simple T-tests 
comparing each treatment group to the control. There is also no significant 
difference in immigration opposition between the Latino and white treatment 
groups. 
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Table 7 presents the effect of the Latino treatment group and the white treatment 
group on respondent opposition to immigration. The dependent variable runs 
from 0-1, with high scores corresponding to high opposition to immigration. 
 
 
Hypothesis 5 predicted that respondents would report stronger 
perception of immigrants as threatening criminals when assigned an article 
featuring a Latino perpetrator than respondents assigned a white perpetrator. 
This hypothesis also gets at the core causal claim that exposure to news featuring 
a Latino criminal causes a heightened perception of immigrants as a threat. 
Similar to Hypothesis 4, respondents’ responses across treatment groups 
demonstrated no significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis and no 
differences between any of the three conditions. Table 8 displays this. 
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Table 8 presents the effect of the Latino treatment group and the white treatment 
group on respondent opposition to immigration. The dependent variable runs 
from 0-1, with high scores corresponding to high perceptions of threat. 
 
The Moderating Effect of Regular Contact with Latinos  
I next explore whether regular contact with Latinos, as measured by the 
percent of respondents’ home state population comprised of Latino residents, 
alters the impact of exposure to crime news on support for immigration. 
Hypothesis 6 posited that the effect of exposure to news highlighting Latino 
crime would be largest for respondents living in states with fewer Latinos. This is 
because they would have fewer experiences with the out-group that might 
mitigate the effects of inequitably negative news depictions of the out-group.  
Figure 6 demonstrates the mean differences across conditions and 
between low and hi Latino contact groups. The results are not directly in line with 
my expectations. The first set of red and blue bars depict the impact of Latino 
population on the control group’s opposition to immigration. In this group, mean 
opposition is higher among respondents from states with a hi Latino population 
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(𝑋=0.57) compared to respondents from states with a low Latino population 
(𝑋=0.50).  
Among respondents with little real world contact with Latinos (the blue 
bars), exposure to the Latino perpetrator did marginally increase opposition to 
immigration (𝑋=.51) compared to the control (𝑋= .50), but that is not a 
significant difference.  Additionally, exposure to the white perpetrator among 
respondents from low Latino states causes respondents to become slightly more 
opposed to immigration (𝑋=.55) compared to the control.  
If a respondent is from a state with a hi Latino population (California, 
Texas, Florida, New York, Illinois, Arizona, New Jersey, New Mexico, Georgia, 
Nevada, and Colorado) and is exposed to crime news with white or Latino 
perpetrator it actually reduces opposition to immigration compared to the 
control group. Exposure to the Latino perpetrator substantially reduces 
opposition to immigration among respondents with a lot of real world contact 
with Latinos (𝑋=.48) compared to the control (𝑋=.57).  
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Note: The dependent variable runs from 0-1, with high scores corresponding to 
high opposition to immigration. 
 
 
Hypothesis 7 theorized that exposure to Latino crime would have the 
largest effect on perceptions of immigrant threat among respondents from states 
with fewer Latino residents. Utilizing the same states considered to have higher 
Latino populations from the previous hypothesis, Figure 7 demonstrates the 
mean perception of immigrants as threatening criminals across conditions 
broken down by respondent residence in a hi or low Latino population state. 
Similar to Figure 6, the results do not directly align with my expectations and 
Figure 7 reveals no significant findings. 
Among respondents with little personal contact with Latinos (the blue 
bars), exposure to the Latino perpetrator did marginally increase opposition to 
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immigration (𝑋=.54) compared to the control (𝑋= .51), but that is not a 
significant difference.  Additionally, among respondents from states with few 
Latinos, exposure to the white perpetrator causes respondents become slightly 
more opposed to immigration (𝑋=.55) compared to the control. Overall, however, 
exposure to the Latino crime story has little impact among respondents who 
reside in places with few Latinos. 
Among respondents from states with many Latinos (the red bars), 
perceptions of immigration threat are reduced (from .58 to .49). Exposure to the 
white or Latino perpetrator reduces perception of immigrants as threatening 
criminals (𝑋=.49) compared to the control (𝑋=.58). This indicates when 
respondents from a state where they are more likely to interact with Latinos and 
were exposed to a white or Latino criminal, they felt less threatened by 
immigrants than the control.   
Although pattern of results was unexpected, Figure 7 illustrates the same 
basic pattern as before: exposure to the Latino crime story actually has little 
impact among respondents who reside in places with few Latinos. However, 
when respondents are exposed to a white perpetrator of crime and they do not 
live around many Latinos, they feel more threatened by immigration. Among 
respondents from states with many Latinos, perceptions of immigration threat 
are actually reduced (from .58 to .49). Though I predicted exposure to crime 
news would boost opposition—especially among respondents who had little 
interaction with Latinos in their daily lives—I found opposition was substantially 
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reduced by exposure to crime news among those living around many Latinos. 
Perhaps this latter group of respondents was resistant to these negative news 
depictions of criminals knowing their many Latino (and white) neighbors are not 
actually prone to crime. 
 
Note: the dependent variable runs from 0-1, with high scores corresponding to 
high perceptions of threat.	
 
Additionally, I examined the relationship between numerous moderating 
variables and the two dependent variables: opposition to immigration and 
perception of immigrants as threatening criminals. Regression analyses 
examining the effect of respondent education level, gender, news consumption, 
age, and party identification did not produce significant results. This indicates 
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Although immigrants are one of the least violent and crime-prone groups 
in the United States, public opinion about immigration is often driven by a 
misperception that immigrants are more likely to commit crime than native 
residents. Since this misperception has consequential policy implications in the 
United States, examining what is shaping these misperceptions is also 
consequential. Existing literature demonstrates how the media has a profound 
role in informing (or misinforming) the public. Scholars have found an 
association between Latinos and immigration in news and the minds of the 
public. Since the public’s dominant schema for immigrants is a working-class 
Latino, I predicted crime news that references Latinos may prime negative 
attitudes about immigrants even when the perpetrator’s immigrant status is not 
mentioned. However, the data do not provide significant evidence to support this 
claim.  
Hypothesis 1 predicted news depictions of Latinos as perpetrators of crime 
would exceed actual Latino incarceration. However, content from the Arizona 
Republic and the Houston Chronicle suggests this is not the case. These findings 
are therefore consistent with Dixon and Linz’s (2000) content analysis of 
minorities in crime news, and undermine one of the basic causal linkages in the 
explanation I described in the inception.  
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While this content analysis did demonstrate that a majority of the news in 
the sample was episodic, there were many thematically framed articles—this 
diverges from the conventional crime news script (Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). This 
finding illustrates a potential journalistic shift toward more thematic coverage of 
local crime and could affect individuals’ attribution of blame. Consumers of such 
thematically framed crime news may vote to enact policies that harm racial or 
ethnic groups disproportionately represented as criminals because of 
misattribution of blame onto the entire group. Moreover, disproportionately 
representing racial or ethnic groups thematically may promote ethnic blame 
discourse and influence political behavior.  
Additionally, a substantial proportion of articles did not include the race of 
the perpetrator. The conventional expectation demands the discussion of a 
specific perpetrator or suspect in a local crime news story (Gilliam & Iyengar, 
2000). This suggests an evolving journalistic norm to dodge discussion of race. 
This may lead to general trend of underrepresenting people of color in news 
compared to reality regardless of the role.  
 Ultimately, the content analysis findings suggest wide variability in 
representations of racial and ethnic groups as criminals in local crime news. The 
considerable variability in which criminals are overrepresented and 
underrepresented suggests unique journalistic choices from each news 
organization. Since local news organizations package stories into easily digestible 
formats for their audiences, perhaps this variability in which racial and ethnic 
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groups are overrepresented and underrepresented as criminals stems from which 
racial or ethnic criminal script digests with least cognitive effort in each local 
market. Further investigation into comparing audience perceptions of which 
racial or ethnic group is most cognitively associated with criminality in different 
local news media markets may provide additional insight. 
 In the experimental component of this study, I examined how exposure to 
racial cues in local crime news influences public opinion on immigration. I also 
explored whether regular interaction with Latinos, as quantified by the percent of 
the respondents’ home state population comprised of Latino residents, alters the 
effect of exposure to crime news on support for immigration. After careful 
analysis of the sample of voting-age adults in the United States, there was no 
significant evidence to reject the null hypotheses. However, among respondents 
who frequently interact with Latinos, opposition to immigration was substantially 
reduced through exposure to crime news. Since individuals perceive immigrants 
to be more prone to crime than native residents (Wang, 2012) and the dominant 
schema for an immigrant is a working-class Latino, but Latinos are not more 
prone to crime than native residents (Ewing, Martínez, & Rumbaut, 2015), this 
misperception is likely not coming from real life interactions. Since the racial 
cues in crime news about Latino criminals did not significantly resonate with 
respondents, this misperception is likely not coming from the news media. 
Moreover, the misperception of severe immigrant criminality must be propagated 
from elsewhere—I further explore this below.  
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There are several drawbacks to the methodology of this study that have 
implications for future research on this topic. For the content analysis, I sought to 
examine images and text of news articles. Since databases like Lexis Nexis omit 
images, I had to rely on the individual archives from the online news sources. 
Since local news organizations have fewer resources to curate a strong online 
archive of news articles than mainstream national news organizations, this 
limited the number of articles I could sample from. Due to the increased thematic 
coverage in the sample of articles, numerous articles did not meet the episodically 
framed crime story requirement for inclusion. As a result, the sample of articles 
was smaller than I desired.  
Access to a database that curated local television news may have yielded 
more significant results due to intensified sensory experience television provides 
through audio and video. Aside from being unable to attain access to a database 
of local television news for the content analysis, there are technical challenges 
about mirroring this television coverage in the experiment and isolating race of 
the as the casual agent. Creating or editing a crime news broadcast for different 
treatment groups that differs only by the race of the perpetrator is technically 
difficult. It would also be important to remove divisive source cues that may act 
as a heuristic for respondents to make judgments (i.e. a FOX news symbol may 
encourage support from conservative respondents and heighten resistance from 
liberal respondents). News anchors may also impact respondents’ questionnaire 
responses as well. Moreover, though utilizing television news for the content 
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analysis may yield more significant results due to heightened sensory experience 
with sounds and video, but it is technically difficult to design and isolate a causal 
agent precisely in an experimental portion.  
Despite the challenges of utilizing television news for a similar 
experimental study in the future, it is not impossible. It is possible to create or 
edit a local news broadcast to appear from a fictitious local news source (with an 
appearance of credibility) to avoid divisive source cues. The researcher would 
have to manipulate the race of the perpetrator across treatment groups while 
holding other components constant. This would be easier if the perpetrator’s 
name was not verbally mentioned (to avoid racial associations) and just a still 
image was featured as the news anchor discussed the perpetrator. This way, just 
the still image could be manipulated across treatment groups to isolate race. This 
would require a lot of technical skill and resources to produce. If produced well, 
this could isolate race of the perpetrator as the causal agent and measure the 
effects of racial cues in television crime news on opposition to immigration. 
There are numerous avenues for future research to examine the link 
between Latinos and crime. To examine this connection more directly, a 
researcher could ask respondents about their attitudes toward Latinos in a pre-
exposure questionnaire. After doing so, the researcher could randomly assign 
respondents to a news story that features either a Latino perpetrator, a white 
perpetrator, or an article that does not reference a specific perpetrator. The 
opposition to immigration effects may be larger among those who expressed 
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dislike for Latinos and saw a Latino perpetrator of crime in the news coverage. A 
challenge with this is potential anchoring bias of using respondent opinions 
about Latinos then reporting subsequent judgments on immigration. Researchers 
should consider asking about multiple racial and ethnic groups to mitigate this 
potential interference. To measure associations between Latinos, immigrants, 
and crime implicitly, a researcher could produce an implicit attitudes test to 
examine if respondents are connecting these ideas. While this test may be 
effective at examining implicit racial biases and associations, it cannot isolate the 
causes of those attitudes. 
Although there are drawbacks to my research design that could be 
improved in future studies, there are numerous successful components. A 
strength of this design is the multi-method approach of executing a content 
analysis and an experiment. The content analysis provides insight into the 
current local crime news media landscape. This content analysis is further 
grounded in reality by comparing the representation of minorities as criminals in 
local news to actual census data. Providing this comparison between actual the 
news and state crime statistics is crucial for understanding news bias. 
Regarding the experiment, a key strength is isolating causation. I am 
confident the race of the perpetrator is the sole distinction between treatment 
groups—this enhances the soundness of the findings and isolates perpetrator race 
as the causal agent driving differences among treatment groups. The articles for 
the three treatment groups were completely identical except for the race of the 
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perpetrator in the image and the name of the perpetrator of violent crime. The 
images had the exact same background, and lighting. The perpetrators in the 
images had identical clothing, body size, gender, similar facial hair, and a similar 
age. The differences were just manipulated the race. Additionally, these images 
were tested among the public for the most clearly Latino and most clearly 
European (Brader, Valentino, & Suhay, 2008). 
The perpetrator names were also tested among the public for most clearly 
Latino and most clearly European. Instead of using a North American sounding 
name for the white perpetrator, the name “Nikolai Vandinsky” was used to hold 
the immigrant and foreign status constant. This was an intentional choice that, 
knowingly, could depress the effects because both names convey a sense of 
foreignness. It is important to note this name may appear of Russian descent to 
some readers as opposed to Dutch or Eastern European. Given the political 
climate in the United States at the time this experiment was employed, some 
respondents may have perceived Russia and Russian immigrants more 
threatening than Latino immigrants. However, utilizing the tested name “Nikolai 
Vandinsky” more carefully isolated the race of the foreign immigrant criminal. 
The treatment group devoid of an image of a perpetrator or a name utilized a 
common stock photo of crime caution tape. This created a comparison point to 
examine the impact of a specific perpetrator and not just the impact of crime 
news more generally. Moreover, this study isolates race of the perpetrator as the 
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driving factor well and ensures the findings are not just a product of exposure to 
any crime news. 
This study also utilized multiple measures to identify the significance of 
the perpetrator race in respondents’ minds. When examining respondent ability 
to recall race of the perpetrator, this study included other measures to explore if 
responses were the result of general attentiveness to the article or recalling race 
specifically. This study asked respondents to recall mundane details to avoid 
artificially inflating recall by asking about unique attributes. For example, 
respondents were asked to recall the car the perpetrator drove away in. I selected 
the Toyota Camry because it is the most common American car of the past 18 
years. The response options were also similar (black Toyota Corolla, blue Toyota 
Corolla, and black Toyota Camry) and presented in a randomized order. The 
number of words in the article and time allotted for respondents to read it 
corresponded to the average number of words reading speed of an American 
adult (the population of the study) to avoid giving respondents time to memorize 
details or read it multiple times. This study also utilized multiple questions in 
composite variables to measure opposition to immigration and perception of 
immigrants as threatening. Since these issues are very nuanced, utilizing several 
questionnaire responses to create composite variables with strong reliability 
captures the intended dependent variables more effectively than a single question 
alone. Moreover, this study was very carefully designed to isolate race of the 
perpetrator as the driving factor impacting results. 
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Though the content analysis could be more comprehensive, the 
experiment carefully manipulates race in crime news and measures opinion on 
immigration. Though it is possible that methodological errors produced these 
null results, it is more plausible to conclude the null results reveal how the world 
actually works. This study tells us something really important: voting age 
Americans do not seem to automatically associate Latinos with crime when 
exposed crime news. Even when crime news makes the association between 
Latinos and crime, public attitudes about immigration do not change. This makes 
sense because, as consistent with Dixon and Linz (2000) and this content 
analysis, the news media does not disproportionately represent Latinos as 
criminals compared to reality. As a result, it is logically consistent that exposure 
to a Latino criminal in news does not resonate with respondents and prime them 
to oppose immigration since the news does not create these cognitive 
associations. Moreover, the erroneous association between immigrants and 
criminality is likely not perpetuated by crime news. Alternatively, this public 
misperception might be propagated by strategic politicians who are unafraid to 
traffic falsehoods for political gain. This phenomenon is not new. The 
misperceptions politicians perpetuate merely evolve depending on historical 
context and potential political benefit.  
In 1973, Richard Nixon infamously stated, “I am not a crook” as he denied 
his involvement with the Watergate Scandal. Former Nixon domestic policy chief, 
John Ehrlichman, admitted the Nixon administration had “two enemies: the 
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antiwar left and black people.” Ehrlichman is on record expressing their plan to 
get voters “to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin” and to 
begin “criminalizing both heavily.” His path to doing so involved a plan to “vilify 
them night after night on the evening news.” Ehrlichman stated the Nixon 
administration knew their claims about these groups and drug use were lies yet 
they persisted with this strategy to manipulate the public for political gain 
(LoBianco, 2016).  
Another example comes in 1981, when Lee Atwater explained Reagan’s 
southern strategy to win over the American public. Atwater discussed using 
coded language to abstractly promote policies that disproportionately benefit 
whites and hurt people of color without the speaker sounding explicitly racist. He 
explained that discussing cutting taxes, forced bussing, and states’ rights  “are 
totally economic things and a byproduct of them is, blacks get hurt worse than 
whites” (Rosenthal, 2012). This strategy effectively deploys coded language to 
maximize votes.  
In Bill Clinton’s 1996 State of the Union Address, he expressed numerous 
sentiments about immigrants and criminality. He started by addressing how the 
public is “disturbed by the large numbers of illegal aliens” immigrating into the 
United States (Clinton, 1996). He described how undocumented immigrants are 
taking jobs and burdening taxpayers. Clinton boasted about how his 
administration was working “aggressively to secure our borders,” has hired “a 
record number of new border guards” and had “deport[ed] twice as many 
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criminal aliens as ever before” (Clinton, 1996). While utilizing political language 
to present undocumented immigrants as threatening criminals might seem like a 
recent phenomenon, it lurks in unlikely places in the United States’ not-so-
distant history. 
In the current political moment, discussions of immigration and crime are 
prominent in Donald Trump’s political rhetoric. Trump has made numerous 
claims about the criminality of immigrants—most notably immigrants from 
Mexico to the United States. In June 2015, he claimed Mexican immigrants are 
“bringing drugs. They're bringing crime. They're rapists” (C-SPAN, 2015). When 
further discussing his stance on immigration in October 2016, he stated, “we have 
some bad hombres here” (C-SPAN, 2016). As previously explained, these 
erroneous claims are unsubstantiated by data suggesting immigrants commit 
more crime than native born United States residents (Butcher & Phiel, 2008; 
Ewing, Martínez, & Rumbaut, 2015; Rumbaut, 2008; Spenkuch, 2014).  
Trump often pairs rhetoric painting immigrants (especially Latino 
immigrants) as criminals with rhetoric discrediting the media. He frequently 
derides the news media as “fake news,” claiming they present him inaccurately. 
In his first individual press conference as President of the United States, he 
referred to journalists as “dishonest people” (C-SPAN, 2017). After this same 
press conference, he tweeted “The FAKE NEWS media (failing @nytimes, 
@NBCNews, @ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my enemy, it is the enemy of the 
American People!” (realDonaldTrump, 2017a). On February 6, 2017, Trump 
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tweeted that “any negative polls are fake news” (realDonaldTrump, 2017b).  
Moreover, politicians like Trump who are willing to present deceptive, 
unsubstantiated claims for political gain have power to propagate misperceptions 
upon which individuals base political behavior.  
Since people do not have firsthand exposure to all political occurrences, 
utilizing the news media to provide information and hold elected officials 
accountable important to democratic participation in United States politics. 
Politicians propagating erroneous information to the public while simultaneously 
discrediting fact-checking institutions like the media (which in this study provide 
accurate representations of racial breakdown of criminals compared to actual 
crime rates) is a dangerous combination for democracy. Since firsthand exposure 
to all political occurrences is impossible and the news media is presented as 
untrustworthy, the public will seek information directly from politicians. Though 
news organizations are often for-profit organizations with agendas of their own, 
emboldened politicians who convince the public anyone who discredits their 
statements is “fake news” do not promote an informed populace.  
To test the impact of politicians propagating misperceptions about 
immigration and crime to the public, an experiment is required to isolate 
causation. A common tradeoff in experiments is external validity versus 
controlling potentially interfering pre-treatment effects. For an experiment with 
high external validity and also high pre-treatment effects, researchers could first 
provide respondents a pre-exposure questionnaire to rank specific public officials 
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on perceived trust and perceived knowledge relative to themselves—these are the 
two requirements for establishing credibility in political persuasion (Lupia, 
2016). Using a fictitious politician could diminish pre-treatment effects and also 
external validity. This questionnaire would also ask about respondents’ trust in 
the news media’s presentation of accurate information. 
After the questionnaire, respondents are presented with a fictitious speech 
in which the public official they perceived to be most credible presents a clear 
misperception. After exposure, respondents complete a questionnaire that asks 
them (among other questions so as to not reveal what is being studied) to report 
if they believe the misperception presented in the speech. Another treatment 
group undergoes the same process except after exposure to the speech they are 
presented with a news article indicating the speech presented a misperception. 
After exposure to both, respondents complete a questionnaire that asks them 
(among other questions so as to not reveal what is being studied) to report if they 
believe the misperception presented in the speech. This could also be done with 
public officials respondents trust least or moderately trust to see if that influences 
respondent belief of misperceptions. After the study, respondents are debriefed 
and ensured the speech was fictitious so the public officials’ reputations are not 
harmed by this study. A study such as this could effectively measure how 
credibility (of news organizations as well as politicians) influences belief of 
misperceptions. 
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Ultimately, my study reveals people do not seem to automatically associate 
Latinos with crime. Even when crime news makes this connection, attitudes 
about immigration do not change. The linkage between immigrants and crime 
might be forged much more directly by strategic politicians who are unafraid to 
traffic in false information for political benefit. This notion has serious 
implications for public involvement in politics and political behavior. When the 
public is susceptible to political rhetoric falsely demonizing groups in society and 
is simultaneously distrusting of watchdog news organizations that attempt to 
correct those misperceptions, perhaps the real “bad hombres” are not the groups 
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Appendix 
I. Questionnaire 
This is exported from Qualtrics. Formatting appears differently than it did to 
the 614 respondents. 
 
CONSENT Thank you for participating in this study. This study aims to evaluate 
the quality of news coverage. It should take about 7 minutes for you to complete 
this survey. All answers will remain completely confidential, so please answer the 
questions to the best of your ability. If you agree to participate in this study, the 
following survey will ask you to read a news story randomly selected from a 
variety of topics. Please read the story to evaluate the quality of the news coverage 
and be prepared to answer some questions. You will be asked to answer these 
questions to the best of your ability. You will also be asked a number of questions 
about yourself. All of your answers will remain completely confidential. There is 
minimal risk of discomfort from participation in this study. In the unlikely event 
that you experience any discomfort during any part of the research study, you are 
welcome to exit the survey at any time by closing the browser window. You may 
skip any questions you do not wish to answer; however, incomplete surveys may 
be discarded and not used in the study. You will receive $0.70 for completing the 
study. You may withdraw your participation at any time without loss of any 
benefit to which you are already entitled.  The records of this study will be 
handled as confidentially as possible. Data will be analyzed upon completion of 
the study and no personally identifying information is being collected from study 
participants. Since you are enrolling in this research study through the Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) site, we need to let you know that information 
gathered through Amazon MTurk is not completely anonymous. Any work 
performed on Amazon MTurk can potentially be linked to information about you 
on your Amazon public profile page, depending on the settings you have for your 
Amazon profile. Any linking of data by MTurk to your ID is outside of the control 
of the researcher for this study. We will not be accessing any identifiable 
information about you that you may have put on your Amazon public profile 
page. We will store your MTurk worker ID separately from the other information 
you provide to us. Amazon Mechanical Turk has privacy policies of its own 
outlined for you in Amazon’s privacy agreement. If you have concerns about how 
your information will be used by Amazon, you should consult them directly. This 
survey is part of a study being conducted by researchers at the University of 
Michigan. Any questions about this survey can be directed to 
mbcullen@umich.edu. Your participation in this project is voluntary. You may 
skip or refuse to answer any survey question without affecting your study 
compensation. The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board Health 
Sciences and Behavioral Sciences has determined that this study is exempt from 
IRB oversight. If you agree to participate, click the link below to proceed to the 
survey. If you do not, please exit the survey now.  
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AGE What is your age? 
m Under 18 (1) 
m 18 - 24 (2) 
m 25 - 34 (3) 
m 35 - 44 (4) 
m 45 - 54 (5) 
m 55 - 64 (6) 
m 65 - 74 (7) 
m 75 - 84 (8) 
m 85 or older (9) 
 
GENDER Gender 
m Male (1) 
m Female (2) 
 
RACE Race-ethnicity 
m White (1) 
m Black or African American (2) 
m American Indian or Alaska Native (3) 
m Asian (4) 
m Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (5) 
m Other (6) 
 
EDU Education 
m Less than high school (1) 
m High school graduate (2) 
m Some college (3) 
m 2 year degree (4) 
m 4 year degree (5) 
m Professional degree (6) 
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STATE Which state do you currently reside in? 
Alabama (1) Alaska (2)Arizona (3)Arkansas (4)California (5)Colorado 
(6)Connecticut (7)Delaware (8)Florida (9) Georgia (10) Hawaii (11) Idaho (12) 
Illinois (13) Indiana (14)Iowa (15)Kansas (16)Kentucky (17)Louisiana (18)Maine 
(19)Maryland (20)Massachusetts (21)Michigan (22)Minnesota (23)Mississippi 
(24)Missouri (25)Montana (26)Nebraska (27)Nevada (28)New Hampshire 
(29)New Jersey (30)New Mexico (31)New York (32)North Carolina (33)North 
Dakota (34)Ohio (35)Oklahoma (36)Oregon (37)Pennsylvania (38)Rhode Island 
(39)South Carolina (40)South Dakota (41)Tennessee (42)Texas (43)Utah 
(44)Vermont (45)Virginia (46)Washington (47)Washington, DC (48)West 
Virginia (49)Wisconsin (50)Wyoming (51) 
 
PARTY Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a  Republican, a 
Democrat, an Independent, or what?"  
m Republican (1) 
m Independent (2) 
m Democrat (3) 
 
Display This Question: 
If                Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a&nbsp; 
Republican, a Democrat, an Independent, or what?"&nbsp; Republican Is 
Selected 
STR Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong 
Republican? 
m Not very strong Republican (1) 
m Very strong Republican (2) 
 
Display This Question: 
If                Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a&nbsp; 
Republican, a Democrat, an Independent, or what?"&nbsp; Independent Is 
Selected 
LDR Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican or Democratic party? 
m Republican party (1) 
m Neither party (2) 
m Democratic party (3) 
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Display This Question: 
If                Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a&nbsp; 
Republican, a Democrat, an Independent, or what?"&nbsp; Democrat Is Selected 
STD Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat? 
m Not very strong Democrat (1) 
m Strong Democrat (2) 
 
Display This Question: 
If On a typical week, how many days do you watch, read, or listen to news on 
the internet, not including sports? Don't know Is Not Selected 
CONSUME_NEWS On a typical week, how many days do you watch, read, or 
listen to news on the internet, not including sports? 
m 0 days (1) 
m 1 day (2) 
m 2 days (3) 
m 3 days (4) 
m 4 days (5) 
m 5 days (6) 
m 6 days (7) 
m 7 days (8) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
If 0 days Is Selected, Then Skip To End of BlockIf Don't know Is Selected, Then 
Skip To End of Block 
 
READ NEWS During a typical week, how many days do you read news (online or 
printed), not including sports? 
m 0 days (1) 
m 1 day (2) 
m 2 days (3) 
m 3 days (4) 
m 4 days (5) 
m 5 days (6) 
m 6 days (7) 
m 7 days (8) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
If 0 days Is Selected, Then Skip To                  During a typical wee... 
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TV NEWS During a typical week, how many days do you watch TV news,                     
not including sports? 
m 0 days (1) 
m 1 day (2) 
m 2 days (3) 
m 3 days (4) 
m 4 days (5) 
m 5 days (6) 
m 6 days (7) 
m 7 days (8) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
 
PRMPT2 Next, we would like you to read a news story randomly selected from a 
variety of topics. Please read the story to evaluate the quality of the news coverage 
and be prepared to answer some questions. You will have 60 seconds to read the 
article.  
 
(Participants randomly assigned to treatment group 1, treatment group 2, or 
treatment group 3.) 
 
PRMPT6 Now that you have read the article, please answer the following 
questions regarding the quality of the news story. 
 
EXPL The news article explained the story clearly. 
m Strongly disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither agree nor disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly agree (5) 
 
VIOLENT I found the article to be violent. 
m Strongly disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither agree nor disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
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LEARN I learned a lot from the article. 
m Strongly disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither agree nor disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly agree (5) 
 
PRMPT7 Next, please tell us what you remember about the article. 
 
CAR What type of car did the perpetrator steal from the victim? 
m black, Toyota Camry (1) 
m blue, Toyota Camry (2) 
m black, Toyota Corolla (3) 
m blue, Toyota Corolla (4) 
 
VICT_RACE What was the race of the perpetrator from the article? 
m White (1) 
m Latino (2) 
m African American (3) 
m Asian (4) 
m Middle Eastern (5) 
m None shown (6) 
m Don't know (7) 
 
PRMPT8 Next, we would like to know your opinions about issues in the news. 
Please answer the following questions. 
 
DP Do you favor or oppose the death penalty for people convicted of murder? 
m Strongly oppose (1) 
m Oppose (2) 
m Neither favor nor oppose (3) 
m Favor (4) 
m Strongly favor (5) 
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NUM_IM Do you think the number of immigrants from foreign countries who 
are permitted to come to the United States to live should be 
m Decreased a lot (5) 
m Decreased a little (4) 
m Left the same as it is now (3) 
m Increased a little (2) 
m Increased a lot (1) 
 
IM_JOB How likely is it that immigrants will take jobs away from people already 
here? 
m Very unlikely (1) 
m Unlikely (2) 
m Neither likely nor unlikely (3) 
m Likely (4) 
m Very likely (5) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
 
RANK Rank the issues local officials should allocate the money toward: 1 being 
the most money and 6 being the least money. 
______ Public schools (1) 
______ Immigration (2) 
______ Fire department (3) 
______ Crime (4) 
______ Parks (5) 
______ Environment (6) 
 
LEGAL_STAT Some states have passed a law that will require state and local 
police to determine the immigration status of a person if they find that there is a 
reasonable suspicion he or she is an undocumented immigrant. Those found to 
be in the U.S. without permission will have broken state law. From what you have 
heard, do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose these immigration laws? 
m Strongly oppose (1) 
m Oppose (2) 
m Neither favor nor oppose (3) 
m Favor (4) 
m Strongly favor (5) 
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CIRC There is a proposal to allow people who were illegally brought into the U.S. 
as children to become permanent U.S. residents under some circumstances. 
Specifically, citizens of other countries who illegally entered the U.S. before age 
16, who have lived in the U.S. 5 years or longer, and who graduated high school 
would be allowed to stay in the U.S. as permanent residents if they attend college 
or serve in the military. From what you have heard, do you favor, oppose, or 
neither favor nor oppose this proposal? 
m Strongly favor (1) 
m Favor (2) 
m Neither favor nor oppose (3) 
m Oppose (4) 
m Strongly oppose (5) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
 
ATTN_CHK Recent research on immigration in the United States suggests that 
the number of immigrants entering the United States fluctuates over time. To 
show that you have read the instructions, please ignore the question following 
this sentence and do not respond to this question. Do you believe that the 
fluctuating levels of immigrants entering the United States is the result of 
economic changes? 
m Strongly disagree (1) 
m Disagree (2) 
m Neither agree nor disagree (3) 
m Agree (4) 
m Strongly agree (5) 
m Don't know (6) 
 
ATTDE Which comes closest to your view about what government policy should 
be toward unauthorized immigrants now living in the United States?  
m Make all unauthorized immigrants felons and send them back to their home 
country (4) 
m Have a guest worker program that allows unauthorized immigrants to remain 
in the country (3) 
m Allow unauthorized immigrants to remain in the united states if they meet 
certain requirements (2) 
m Allow unauthorized immigrants to remain in the united states without 
penalties (1) 
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IM_CRIME Do you believe immigrants commit more crime than citizens born in 
the United States? 
m Strongly believe immigrants commit more crime than U.S. born citizens (5) 
m Believe immigrants commit more crime than U.S. born citizens (4) 
m Neither believe nor disbelieve (3) 
m Do not believe immigrants commit more crime than U.S. born citizens (2) 
m Strongly do not believe immigrants commit more crime than U.S. born 
citizens (1) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
 
3 STRIKES Three-strikes laws generally increase prison sentences for people 
convicted of a felony who have been previously convicted of two or more times. 
Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose this type of law? 
m Strongly oppose (1) 
m Oppose (2) 
m Neither favor nor oppose (3) 
m Favor (4) 
m Strongly favor (5) 
m Don't know (sysmiss) 
     
 
Q54 Thank you for your participation in this research project! In this study, 
we are interested in how racial cues in news articles influence political  
attitudes. More specifically, how depictions of Latinos in local news affect 
support for Latino immigration into the United States. Recent evidence by 
media scholars suggests media messages can activate associations between 
racial groups and political issues, priming race as a criterion for evaluating 
political issues associated with specific racial groups (Dixon & Linz, 2000; 
Gilliam & Iyengar 2000; Iyengar, 2000; Valentino, Hutchings, & White 2008; 
Valentino 1999). We hypothesize racial cues in news media can influence 
support for policies that affect the racial groups presented. If you have any 
questions, concerns, or comments about the survey or the underlying 
research, please contact: Morgan Cullen Honors Program in Political Science 
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II. Questionnaire Items in the Composite Variables  
	
Dependent Variable 1: Opposition to inclusive immigration  
 
STR_IMP= (LEGAL_STAT +CIRC+NUM_IM+ATTDE)/4 
Cronbach’s alpha: .79 
 
 
Dependent Variable 2: Perception of immigrants as a personal threat to daily 
life and security. 
 
IM_PT= (IM_JOB + IM_CRIME)/2 

































Does the article 
feature a violent 
crime story?  
 
According to the FBI 
definition, violent 







aggravated assault.  
 





or data (violent 




episodes of crime are 
coded as a 0. If coded 










killing of one human 
 















Combination of two 






aggravated assault of 
a victim=5 
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assault: an attempt 
to cause serious 
bodily injury to 
another or to cause 




Robbery: the taking 
or attempting to take 
anything of value 
from the care, 
custody, or control of 
a person or persons 
by force or threat of 
force or violence 
and/or by putting the 





forcibly and against 
the victim’s will. 
Attempts or assaults 
to commit rape by 
force or threat of 




Do not include 
articles of thematic 
coverage that focuses 
solely on overarching 
trends. If an article 
describes numerous 
episodes of crime, 
code those 
occurrences 




If the news article 
includes a video, 
analyze the video for 
images of 
perpetrators and 
victims as well as the 







featured in the 
selected news story? 
 
Count the number of 
perpetrators featured 

























If a name does not 
have a clear racial 
association 
(example, Sanchez is 
associated with 
Latino) then note 
race is not identified. 
 
 
Type the race of the 
perpetrator. 
 
If no perpetrator is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 
here and in other 
applicable sections. 
   




Is the perpetrator a 










If no perpetrator is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 






How wealthy does 
the perpetrator 
appear or seem as 
described? 
 
As described refers to 




Type response here. 
 
If no perpetrator is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 





How large did the 
perpetrator appear 
or seem as described 
in terms of stature 
and build?  
 
As described refers to 








If no perpetrator is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 





Does the story 
reference the legal 
status of citizenship 







If listed, implied, or 
discussed, list legal 
status. 









How many victims 
are featured in the 
selected news story? 
 
Count the number of 
victims featured in 
the story. Type the 








Type the number of 
victims featured. 
 
If no victim is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 















Type the race of the 
perpetrator. 
 
If no victim is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 
















If no victim is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 






How wealthy does 
the victim appear or 
seem as described? 
 
Described refers to 
non-visual cues from 
the text as opposed 
 
Type response here. 
 
If no victim is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 
here and in other 
applicable sections. 
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How large did the 
victim appear or 
seem as described in 
terms of stature and 
build?  
 
Described refers to 
non-visual cues from 
the text as opposed 








If no victim is 
shown, identified, or 
discussed, note that 






Does the story 
reference the legal 
status of citizenship 
of the victim? 
 
If specified implied, 









If listed, implied, or 
discussed, list legal 
status. 
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LT If included, describe 




specific quotes from 




Data from content analysis and experiment are available upon request. 
